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Our

Minister’s

View

Following is an extract from a speech by Andrew Robb to open the Sheet Metal
Industry Awards at the Radisson Hotel, Sydney in June 2007.
It highlights the current government’s policy on the continuing importance of the
VET sector to the Australian economy.
I think we made a big mistake as a community 20 or 30 years
ago when for some reason we closed down training schools. It
really has been a really unfortunate feature of much of the last
20 or 30 years when we closed all the technical high schools in
the country. They did provide a stream for those people who
were born with strong technical or vocational or creative talents.
We got to the point almost where parents feel that they have
failed if their children don’t go off to university. I think that
it is really, really unfortunate that as a country we are paying
dearly now, the whole skills crisis, we are paying dearly because
of the very misplaced attitude. What you are doing here today
is part of, I think, a big movement around the country to turn
this around.

So for these young finalists here today, you are embarking on
career that’s not only going to be very important to you, but
very important to the community, and it is really rich with
opportunity. There is this huge gap that we need to fill of people
who really do excel with the sorts of talents that you’ve got.
We’ve got to get to a point in the community very quickly where
a high quality technical or vocational education is as prized as a
university degree. That’s got to be a very urgent objective. It is so
critical that we have to raise the status of the trades. If you go to
Germany a master artisan, someone who is a master tradesman,
who excels in their field they have the status of a judge. They
are as valued as a judge. That is the status of a master artisan
in Germany.

Because the fact is we are all born with a different range of
talents, some have got strong academic talents, and they should
be developed . But most of us in fact have strong technical
or vocational or creative talents, and that’s a fact, and in the
sort of modern society we’ve got now where you can see the
sophistication of a trade like sheet metal, I’m seeing it as
the Minister for Vocational and Further Education, I go all
around the country and you name a trade and I can show you
enormous sophistication, skill, talent, and all the rest. And in
fact, the whole prosperity of our community is based on making
the most of those talents.

There are a lot of leaders here this morning, our judges,
people from the sheet metal industry and others, senior people
throughout the community and they have got to be repeating
this message, taking this message out to the community. We
need to change attitude as much as anything else. A lot of this
will come through shining a light on the significance and the
wonderful nature of the talents that our young people have got.

It is anticipated as we go forward to meet all of the challenges
we’ve got from China and India emerging, and very aggressive
competition in the communities that surround us, the region that
surrounds us, there’s a lot of opportunities there but there is also
threats if we’re not fast on our feet, and getting better and better
and better at what we are doing.
They anticipate that in the workforce in the future we will
need about 20 per cent of the workforce with a university
qualification of some sort – lawyers, doctors and so on, and that
matches up to what we have now. It’s in balance. It is anticipated
that we will need 60 per cent of the workforce with a high
quality technical or vocational education, and what we’ve got
now is 30 per cent. That’s a huge gap.

So to all the finalists, you should be very proud of your
achievements to date. And I think you should as you go on
, you’ll strike barriers and you’ll make mistakes, you should
always think back to today and to this achievement and draw
strength from it. We draw strength from these things, and that
is the importance of today, and celebrating your achievements.
Draw strength from it, be proud of what you’ve done and
savour the moment.

“It is anticipated that we will need
60 per cent of the workforce with a high
quality technical or vocational education,
and what we’ve got now is 30 per cent.
That’s a huge gap.”
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APIA Adult Learning

Ambassador of the Year Launched

12 June 2007 saw the launch of the APIA Adult Learning
Ambassador of the Year Award at the Hotel Kurrajong, Barton.
Fifty invited guests, including politicians, educators and
representatives of some of the many community organisations
who foster education as part of their modus operandi, braved
the Canberra cold to learn of this new award, one which will
acknowledge an individual’s contribution to the Australian adult
learning community.
The formalities began with an introduction by the retiring CEO
of ALA, Ron Anderson. He spoke of the synergy between
the two organisations involved, APIA a for-profit insurance
business with its focus on Understanding the Over 50’s and
ALA, a not for profit organisation which focuses on encouraging
adult learning nationally through the Adult and Community
Education (ACE) sector.
He stressed that the key to this partnership lay in APIA’s keen
interest in seeking to better understand the needs of the over
50’s demographic and ALA’s desire to know, from a learning
perspective, what the over 50’s story looks like, particularly in
relation to participation.
He noted that both bodies aimed to:
•

Promote the community and individual value of
adult education

•

Highlight the expertise and commitment of Australia’s
adult educators

•

Assist in improving the quality of adult education in Australia

•

Encourage Australia’s over 50s to actively participate in adult
education programs and courses
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•

Promote to other countries and international organisations
Australia’s expertise in adult education

•

Strengthen the links between Australia’s adult training
educators and their international peers

•

Provide Australia’s leading adult educators and organisations
with recognition and financial support to enable them to
continue their work in Australia and gain added expertise
through international travel

And that one means of achieving some of these objectives
would be through the APIA Adult Learning Ambassador of the
Year Award.
As he launched the Award, Jack Pearson, Manager of
Indigenous Engagement for Sinclair Knight Merz, stressed the
need for ongoing engagement and training. He pointed out
that all Australians ‘need to access educational opportunities
for themselves’ and that there was a need for all Australians to
continue in learning new technologies and systems which add
value to their individual and community working relationships.
He stated that ‘without the support of private sector
organisations such as APIA …it would be more difficult for all
of Australia’s People to advance fairly.’

the APIA Adult Learning
Ambassador of the Year

ALA and APIA are pleased to announce the award ‘The APIA
Adult Learning Ambassador of the Year’, the ﬁrst of its
kind in Australia, this award seeks to identify those individuals who
have made outstanding contributions to the Australian adult learning
community in the community and/or vocational and technical sectors.
The successful candidate will travel and represent Australia as a
world leader in adult education and capacity building with likeminded organisations and peak bodies throughout the world.

Candidates must be:
•

members of Adult Learning Australia

•

willing to attend a one day induction in Canberra (or relevant
capital city) which will include an interview with the media.

SELECTION CRITERIA
Candidates should be able to demonstrate evidence of
achievements in relation to:
1.

length of service to the Australian adult learning community

2.

serving in a variety of roles/positions held in the community,
VET and/or RTO organisations

3.

mentoring roles within the adult learning community where
their dedication and leadership have impacted on and
inspired other individuals and/or organisations to engage in
adult and/or workplace training

4.

authoring material that has been published or refereed at a
recognised level

5.

conversing with a range of professionals at community,
academic and government levels in relation to lifelong
learning policy and development

6.

the delivery of information, papers and material to seminars,
workshops at all levels of education

APPLICATIONS should:
•

address the selection criteria

•

be no longer than six (6) A4 written pages but may have
supporting materials appended

•

provide documentary evidence of qualifications

•

include two (2) referee reports (500 -1000 words each)
that reflect the candidates’ achievements and demonstrated
abilities in relation to lifelong learning principles
and practices.

NOMINATIONS OPEN: 2 July 2007
NOMINATIONS CLOSE: 31 August 2007
The Award will be presented on 10 November 2007 during the Conference Dinner of

ADULT LEARNING AUSTRALIA 48th CONFERENCE
to be held at The Cairns International Hotel from 8 – 10 November 2007
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LERN Tips...
…icebreakers

d)

Think of the one minute intermission. Interrupt participants
at various times during the class and ask them to write
down any questions or thoughts they have on small cards.
Collect and respond to the cards without identifying the
contributor. This lets more retiring individuals to participate
without talking.

a)

There is a website called “About.com that has lots of handy
hints to know and tell. One of the pages is on icebreakers
for adults and lists a number of activities Check it out:
http://adulted.about.com.od/icebreakers.

b)

Give each participant a slip of paper with the statement :”As I
was driving/walking to class today I was thinking about..”

e)

c)

Pair up two students who do not know each other and have
them ask each other 10 personal questions. No written notes
are allowed. After 15 minutes, each tries to remember the
10 things.

At various points in the course, have your students write to
themselves. They write a letter saying how they are going to
use what they have learned in the course.

f)

Whenever you teach, make a point of adding or trying one
new thing. Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn’t but it
keeps you and your material fresher!

…learning styles web sites

g)

Don’t forget – why, what, when, who, where and how!

There are lots of websites where you can go and get free online
learning styles tests:

h)

If students ask a question, sometimes ask a question back
to them. When they get the right answer, ask another and
then another. In about 3 -4 questions, students have usually
answered their own questions by going over the information
they alreadyknow. This is great for problem solving
skill activities.

•

www.berghuis.co.nz/abiator/lsi/lsiframe.html

•

www.learning-styles-online.com/in-ventory/default.
asp?ref=ga&data=learning+styles+free=test

They’re fun to do and often start a conversation amongst the
students. The teacher can then focus on the group with their
learning styles in mind.

...on testing
a)

When you develop a new test, think about how a question
could be misinterpreted or answered correctly in another
way, you didn’t intend.

b)

Secondly, when you get your first ten tests back, look to see
which questions are most commonly wrong. If one question
stands out as getting more wrong answers than the others, it’s
likely that the question needs reworking!

c)

Ask learners – perhaps the question should be posed to the
class, “If you were the instructor, how would you make the
test questions clearer?”

d)

Have your students create the test. Get students into small
groups and ask them to form 10 questions with answers.
Compile the best and put a review together on Powerpoint.

…helping your participants learn better
a)

Food is always a hit and can be done fairly economically.

b)

Provide small items like highlighters, pens and other
accessories. If you put your logo on them, its advertising as
well when they take them home!

c)

There’s a great exercise that really works for sessions lasting
longer than one hour. After 20 minutes of “heavy’ thinking,
stop and do an “outburst” exercise. Divide the class into
groups of 4 -6 and give them 2 minutes to come up with as
many names as possible. Possible names of animals that swim
(not fish); Foods that begin with T; Things children are afraid
of etc. You have a list of 10 ‘right’ things and give a candy to
the group getting the most ‘right’ answers.
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“There are lots of websites where you can go
and get free online learning styles tests.”

…teaching with the web
The World Wide Web has many resources that you can and
should use to enhance the learning of your participants. The
web has tools to help your teaching and learning. For many
of us, the best way to incorporate the web into your teaching
is to take one step at a time. A good place to begin is with the
information available on the web.

For individual study, the web provides many different types of
resources, many of which can be freely accessed. People can
link to:
•

Audio – clips of famous speeches, music and radio programs

•

Virtual tours – websites on the same theme or subject

•

Video – clips from history, current events, movies
and documentaries

Think about these things first:

•

Animations

•

•

Simulations

Create a web page or a blog to post information on.

Readings – information you want your participants to read
prior to class. It can be either original material you have
written or articles already on the web.

Don’t be put off if you have little or no technical expertise. You
don’t need it! Just think about ‘what’ the technology can do for
you and your participants, others can do the ‘how’.

•

References – post supplementary readings you want your
learners to know about.

•

Web Sites – put links to sites with relevant information.

•

Announcements – post information about the course

•

Calendar updates – advertise meeting dates, location changes
and other news.

These ideas come out of the LERN Magazine

Assignments – show the work that needs to be done during
the course.

Teaching and Learning April/May 2007.

•

The reality of life is that in a few years, all learning will use the
web in some way.. so give yourself a go, start now.

“Information that Works!” 2007 Special Report:

WHAT’S YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF TECHNOLOGY?
Web 2.0 are the tools used in the creation of content by tutors and learners.

Q

Can you answer all these questions about Web 2.0?
1)

What kind of webpage is a ‘Wiki’?

6)

2)

Describe the different online elements that could be used in a
‘blog’? How could you use them in a learning tool?

Name three sites where you can go to upload and share
photographs.

7)

What is a social network?

3)

What does ‘RSS Feed’ stand for? List two ways these feeds
could be used if you are running a course.

8)

What is edna?

9)

Describe a sand pit and say where you can find one?

4)

Podcasting is like “radio-like programming”. Give examples
of what kinds of learning and teaching it could be used for?

10) Is it legal and free to download music online?

5)

VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) is the routing of phone
voice conversations. What sorts of presentations could you
use it for in and out of a learning space?

And one for the road:
11)

Who does Peter Peterson look like?
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Quiz
Answers
Heirmyous Holtgut
by Albrecht Durer

A

ANSWERS

What’s Your Knowledge of Technology?

1)

One well known example of a wiki is Wikipedia, a
multilingual, web-based, free content encyclopedia project
that is written collaboratively by people from all over the
world. It can edited by anyone who has access to the Internet
if they click the edit this page link.
2)

Picnik - www.picnik.com – a site you can use to upload
and edit photos.

A wiki is a webpage that allows anyone to add or edit content.
This means the audience has control over the organisation,
structure and content. It works with simplified language and
plain text editing and enables collaborative web publishing.

TeacherTube – www.teachertube.com – a place to upload
and share videos, including some useful ‘how to’ videos
7)

A social network is a structure made up of individuals
or organisations that are tied by one or more types of
relationships such as friendship or web links.

8)

Education Network Australia (edna) is Australia’s leading
online resource collection and collaborative network for the
education and training community

Blogs are a form of online journaling that may have pictures,
audio and video clip links. People other than the authors can
add comments after each entry.

edna provides a free service for communication and
collaboration between members of the Australian education
and training community.

Blogs allow classroom participants to reflect on their learning
and reading, link users to relevant news and encourage
individuals to participate and interact.
3)

Users can find what they need quickly, efficiently and at no
cost.

RSS stands for ‘really simple syndication’. It is a way to get
news or audio clips when they become available and you can
store them until you are ready to listen to them.

edna supports educators, teaching & learning and ICT
innovations with online groups, email discussion lists and
newsletters to communicate and collaborate with colleagues
anywhere.

In a learning environment, you can use them to:
• Alert students to updates

9)

• Send notices about course related blogs and wikis and
• Send podcasts to participants.
4)

Podcasting could be used to:
• send out lectures
• explain concepts
• provide overviews
• incorporate different viewpoints and
• coach students.

5)

Outside the classroom, VoIP is used in gaming all over the
world. It is also often used in conference calls.
Language instruction, group and research projects and the
introduction of guest speakers are common in a learning
environment.

6)

Flickr – www.flickr.com – many photos are explicitly
provided for reuse.
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edna sandpit is a free service for Australian educators
to road-test new and emerging technologies for teaching
and learning. New features include podcasting (iPodcast),
personal learning space (elgg), and web conferencing (Live
Classroom).
Go to www.sanpi.edna.edu.au to learn more.

10) Yes, there are many sites where you can download music for
free, so reach for your mouse and enjoy!
11)

Heirmyous Holtgut by Albrecht Durer (picture above)
or maybe he’s just really old!

Much of this information has been sourced from
LERN Magazine “Information that Works!” 2007
Special Report: Teaching and Learning April/
May 2007 and edna.edu.au.

First Community Wide
Study Circle Orientation Workshop

“I came with an open mind and I found this innovation exciting”, “empowered” and “real
democratic process”. This was some of the feedback from participants who attended the ﬁrst
ever Community Wide Study Circle Orientation Workshop ever conducted in Australia.
Since returning from the US on June 3, after spending four
months on a Fulbright Scholarship sponsored by the Federal
Department of Education, Science and Training, Mark Brophy
has conducted the first two Community Wide Study Circle Orientations
ever presented in this country, at both the Western Australia
Department of Education and Training VET Teaching and
Learning Workshop on June 14 and the ACE Making Connections
Conference in Perth on June 15.

A study circle is a small, diverse group of 8-to-12 participants
who meet for about two hours weekly for four to six weeks to
address a critical public issue in a democratic and collaborative
way. Led by a neutral facilitator, people consider the issue from
many points of view while the discussion progresses from a
session on personal experience of the issue, to sessions that
examine many points of view on the issue, to a session that
considers strategies for action and change.

Study circles originated in Sweden over 100 years ago, and
now 3 million Swedes participate in over 350,000 study circles
annually. 75 percent of Swedes aged between 18 to 75 have at
some time participated in a study circle.

A community wide study circle program is organised by a
diverse coalition that reﬂects the whole community. It includes
a large number of participants from all walks of like, uses easyto-use nonpartisan discussion materials and trained facilitators
who reﬂect the community’s diversity. It results in specific
opportunities to move to action when the study circles conclude.

Mark’s Fulbright host in the US was the Study Circles Resource
Centre who has assisted over 400 communities across 43 states
with hundreds and sometimes thousands of participants.
Based upon the Swedish model, the Study Circle Resource
Centre in the US was formed in 1989 and has continually
supported community wide study circle initiatives addressing
challenging community issues such as race relations,
multiculturalism, terrorism, educational reform, immigration,
police and public relations, student achievement, small rural
town poverty, crime and justice, the environment, religious and
interfaith tensions and community development.

Community Wide Study Circle Orientations, such as those Mark
facilitated in Perth, are based on the US and Swedish informal
workshops and provide participants with an overview of study
circles, community wide study circle initiatives and include
sample study circles for all to participate in.
During the Workshops in Perth, “Some sample circles ran for over an
hour and participants still wanted to keep going – I couldn’t break them up,
and had to repeatedly urge them to come together for the de brieﬁng. It was
fantastic.” said Mark.
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First Community Wide
Study Circle Orientation Workshop
Continued from page 17

While in the US, Mark was fortunate enough to have seen and
been an active participant in many study circles on issues such as
race relations, student achievement and religious diversity.
“Australia’s experience with study circles has been sporadic and piecemeal.
Initiatives commence and end with little follow up. Individuals are out
there, on their own trying to put study circles together with
varying degrees of success and little or no networks
or support; we lose what we learn in study
circle activity around Australia. Based upon
the Swedish experience, the US now has a
structured model, developed and tested over the
past 18 years. We can use this model here to
address many issues.
For example, while in the US it became
clear that these informal and unique programs
have been extremely successful in re-engaging
disadvantaged learners back into education and
training, as well as increasing the take up, retention
and completion rates of marginalised groups” Mark said.
Mark has returned from the US with an abundance of
resources and while in the US fostered an extensive range of
valuable relationships with highly skilled professionals who have
been practicing and developing community wide study circle
programs for many years.
Mark himself has worked in the education and training sector
for over 22 years in universities, TAFE institutions, industry
associations and the government.

Interest in study circles began during Mark’s post graduate
studies. For 10 years he continued his research into study circles
and in 2002 was awarded a PhD from Victoria University
for an extensive participatory action research investigation
into the study circle process. He has produced a study circle
discussion guide on unemployment; assisted Learning
Circles Australia in developing the Discovering
Democracy Discussion Guide and supported
the Aboriginal Reconciliation Study
Circle initiative. He is also the recipient
of several other awards including
an Australian Postgraduate Award,
Seacomb Conference Award, Victoria
University Distinguished Academic
Achievement and Visiting Research
Fellowship from Adult Learning
Australia.
While in the US, Mark compiled an
insightful and reﬂective Report which has
received much acclaim from those he worked
with while in the US. He has also organised an informal
conversation for those interested in exploring new opportunities
on June 29 2007.
Copies of the Report may be obtained through the Adult
Learning Australia Office by emailing m.brebner@ala.asn.au
or telephoning 02 62749 500.1)

Community Wide Study
Circle Orientation Session.
La Guardia Community College
New York, USA
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In

Quest of

Learning
Peter Peterson – the new CEO of Adult Learning Australia

1) What is the single most important lesson your
parents ever taught you?
Last week I saw the movie ‘Romulus My Father’ and it vividly
brought back my Latvian migrant roots. My father and mother
went through amazing adversity and my old man taught me that
a smile and perseverance will see you through the hardest
challenges.

2) What were your best and worst experiences from
school? Were you a good student? Why/why not?
I think the ignorance of different cultures in Bathurst was my
biggest challenge at school. From having my head split open
on the day I commenced (I didn’t speak English very well) to
ongoing playground fights the frustration of not fitting in was a
real pain.
I had to be a good student my older brother was a genius and
I was expected to match up, couldn’t actually do it but I never
stopped trying though I learnt to work to my strengths not his.
Was I good student?, well until year 10 I was totally committed
but then I found Rugby League was fun and became a little
distracted also at that stage I was very much on my own working
nights as a cleaner with mother permanently in hospital and
father often away,
None the less I have always loved learning and this has seen me
through University and enabled me to be a lateral thinker in
both my private and public sector careers.

3) What did you always want to be?

and should never be seen as competing institutions. We are not
getting the most from our resources be it the natural resource
of water or the social resource of a maturing highly educated
population. I’m told in Israel there is no word for waste because
in truth there is no so such thing if we think about it.

6) What new skills do you hope to acquire and how?
I would like to become a better creator of partnerships I would
like to do this by learning from our stakeholders what it is that
Adult Learning should be. Sure I have my own ideas already
but oddly enough I seem to recollect that I haven’t always got
it right. So my focus will be on my new role and thinking about
it can grow to create new partnerships with different disciplines
such as community learning in Natural Resource Management,
international opportunities, the existing formal directions
of Government policy and how we should relate training to
education and vice versa.

7) What unfulﬁlled ambition have you yet to conquer?
I would like to play a role in increasing the profile of Adult
learning in Australia to at least the European standards. I know
that sounds like something that sounds just too convenient for
this interview but the two years I worked in DEST trying to
support Adult Learning gave a me a strong taste of the fantastic
opportunity and the equally great frustration in our Adult
Learning potential.
Other than that, I’ve always wanted to be a teacher though fate
has always stepped in.a

A leader.

8) What is one talent people might be surprised to
know you have?

4) What was your ﬁrst job and what did you learn from it?

I’m a mathematician by training.

As a cleaner in Bathurst working for a much disliked solicitor. I
learnt the importance of listening to everyone.

5) Complete this sentence: ‘The most valuable thing
I’ve learned in the last year is…
...that there is a clear need for us all to become smarter in
learning from others. For example the formal education system
and the informal education systems are complementary tools

9) What piece of information would you most like to
pass on to the next generation?
If you place a frog in boiling water it will jump out but if you
place a frog in cold water and slowly bring to the boil the frog
will die there. That’s how it is with the well being of this planet or
your future we have to recognise the little changes can have huge
consequences and always think about the directions we are taking.
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Join in Anti-Poverty Week 2007

14-20 October

Anti- Poverty Week focuses on poverty around the world, including Australia.
Its main aims are to:
•

Strengthen public understanding of the
causes and consequences of poverty and
hardship;

•

Encourage research, discussion and action
to address these problems.

Last year, over 400 organisations and more than
7000 people were involved around the country.

Everyone is welcome to organise activities or join
in something being organised by other people. The
activities can be large or small, and activities at local
level are especially welcome.
The website www.antipovetyweek.org.au includes basic fact
sheets, promotional material, a calendar of activities
and links to other sources of information and ideas.
For more information or to list activities on the website.

Contact: 1300-797-290 or apw@antipovertyweek.org.au

ALA New Members and Subscribers
Professional (MALA)

New Subscribers

Alison Bickford, BAULKHAM HILLS NSW 2154

Darin Gorry, BREWARRINA NSW 2839
Carmel Leahy, PHILLIP ACT 2606

Individual New Members
Steven Hodge, WEST CROYDON SA 5008
Carolyn Rayner, BEACONSFIELD VIC 3807
Ann Reich, PENRITH SOUTH NSW 1797
Lorraine Barlow, TUNCURRY NSW 2428

Organisational New Members
Defence Housing Australia, BARTON ACT 2600
Dept of Education & Training, Library & Information Service,
EAST PERTH WA 6004
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Nanette Reynolds, SYDNEY NSW 2109
Denece Sippo, BAIRNSDALE VIC 3875
Jan Richardson, MOUNT ELIZA VIC 3930

How to contribute
articles, news, stories, reviews, pictures in
Adult Learning Australia’s publications…

Australian Journal of Adult Learning
Contact the editor:
Professor Roger Harris
Adult and Vocation Education
School of Education,
University of South Australia
Mawson Lakes Boulevard, Mawson Lakes, South Australia

The Australian Journal of Adult Learning is
seeking short summaries and reports from
Post-Graduates about their research and
experiences.
Readers of the Australian Journal of Adult Learning
will be aware that refereed and non-refereed papers are
published in the Journal.

Ph: 08 8302 6246

Please contact the National Office if you require information
about the refereeing process.

Fx: 08 8302 6832

Quest

Email: roger.harris@unisa.edu.au

Contact
Janie McOmish
GPO Box 260
Canberra City, ACT 2601
Ph: 02 6274 9515
Email: j.mcomish@ala.asn.au
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Adult Learning Australia

Executive Elections

Nominations

Nominations are invited from
ﬁnancial members of the
Association for positions on
the National Executive.
Nomination forms may be obtained from Margo Brebner
(m.brebner@ala.asn.au).
The details provided by the nominee will form part
of the material sent to voting members. It is therefore
important that you state clearly your expertise and interest
in adult learning and why you are seeking a term on the
Adult Learning Australia Board.
Once signed by the nominee and two nominators, the
nomination form, plus a photo of the nominee, should be
forwarded to
The Secretary
Adult Learning Australia
GPO Box 260
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601

Nominations must be
received by Close of Business,
Monday 1 October 2007
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8-10 November 2007

Understanding

Today’s Literacies

Fly, drive or Be stimulated by listening
train to Cairns, to adult learning delegates,
engage in relevant education
Australia’s most workshops and view the
stunning location to cultural delights of far north
be a part of Adult Learning Queensland, then stroll with
Australia – 47th Annual others in the warm, tropical
nights and maybe even
Conference Cairns take a few extra days to see
International Hotel rainforests and reefs.
17 Abbott Street, MARK 8 – 10 NOVEMBER
Cairns, QLD IN YOUR DIARY NOW
Visit www.ala.asn.au for more details
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Calendar
United Nations Literacy Decade 2003–2012

United Nations Decade for Sustainable
Development 2005 -2014

25 -30 September 2007

2007 Year of the Lifesaver

To be held at the Burswood Entertainment Complex, Perth,
Western Australia, this conference will bring together people
associated with the provision of services, support and research
in the unique area of ‘deafblindness’ to share their learning.
The theme will go a long way towards breaking the isolation
for people with deafblindness by breaking down the barriers
and building worldwide connections amongst countries and
organisations.

1 - 8 September 2007
Adult Learners’ Week

5 September 2007
Indigenous Literacy Day
Coordinated by the Fred Hollows Foundation, the Australian
Publishers Association (APA) and the Australian Booksellers
Association (ABA), this event aims to increase literacy in remote
Indigenous communities.

3 -9 September 2007
National Literacy and Numeracy Week (NLMW) 2007
– Making a Difference

13 - 14 September 2007
CELEBRATION 2007
U3A ACT celebrates its 21st Birthday at the Hellenic Club,
Woden and hopes to provide visiting and local members with
the opportunity to share in each other’s ideas and experiences
while helping people to more fully appreciate the Nation’s
Capital and its attractions, just prior to Floriade.
Information is available on the website
www.u3acanberra.org.au

Go to www.dbiconference2007.asn.au to register.

14 -20 October 2007
Anti-Poverty Week
Ring 1300-797-290 or email apw@antipovertyweek.org.au
for details

15 -16 November 2007 Bonn, Germany
‘The Right to Education in the Context of Migration and
Integration’
(Conference languages – English and German)
Go to conference@dvv-international.de for information
and to register.

15 - 17 November 2007 Orlando, USA
LERN Lifelong Learning 2007
This Annual Conference aims to be the most exciting week of
the year in lifelong learning. There will be more than keynote
speakers, 70 practical how-to sessions, roundtables and social
functions with over 900 participants from over 45 US states,
Canada and around the world.
More information can be found at www.lern.org/conference
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2007 edna - 10th Birthday

The 14th Deafblind International World Conference

